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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear Members,
This year was a very different year for AQEIPS, just as it was
different for all our members. With all the rules and restrictions
put in place by the government, we faced our new COVID
reality. With our office closed and our employees working from
home, our AQEIPS team rose to the challenges and made it an exceptionally good year.
We were able to receive grants and apply for funding that was not previously available to
bring more services to our members. These, along with our ongoing projects and our
scholarships program which provides funds to many deserving students has made this year
very successful for AQEIPS. As we embark on new projects, develop new programs, and
continue to grow our organization, I would like to thank everyone who helps make this
organization such a success, from our dedicated volunteer board members who are always
ready to give a helping hand to our hardworking staff, and finally to our members, without
whom we would not have an organization.

Thank you.

Shamron Spence
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TOWARD INCLUSIVE EDUCATION…
AQEIPS:
Is a non-profit advocacy organization which was founded
in 1991 by and for post-secondary students with disabilities
(SWD);
Represents SWD from all over Quebec and offers services in
both of Canada’s official languages;
Also offers services to high school SWD who are considering post-secondary
studies.

OUR IDEAL
A world where there will no longer be any obstacles for any student or graduate, so
that disability situations can become a thing of the past.
A world where all will have equal chances to succeed, flourish, and integrate into
active life, and all will be able to fully participate in society.
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OUR VALUES

OUR MISSION
AQEIPS’s core mission is to promote equal opportunity in post-secondary education, the
social model of disability, universal accessibility in education, and Universal Design for
Learning.

THE IMPORTANCE OF AQEIPS FOR THE COMMUNITY
In Quebec, 16.1% of the population lives with a disability. However, this is not represented
in the post-secondary educational system, and many obstacles remain for SWD. We firmly
believe that education is a key vector for access to the labour market, professional and
personal achievement, social inclusion, and full-fledged citizen participation. A healthy,
durable, viable, and fair society must be INCLUSIVE.

OUR OBJECTIVES
Defend the rights and interests of SWD;
Promote the inclusion of SWD in francophone and anglophone public and private
post-secondary educational institutions;
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Foster exchange and collaboration between SWD;
Encourage the hiring of SWD on the job market.

HOW WE REACH OUR OBJECTIVES
Sharing information about accommodations offered at the post-secondary level;
Creating partnerships with service centres for SWD in post-secondary educational
institutions;
Organizing nonpartisan social mobilization activities;
Developing and participating in inclusion and employment projects.

OUR TEAM
Our Board of Directors
Thanks to their vision of inclusive education, the members of the board of directors are
moving AQEIPS toward its ideal. They are a key component of a renewed vision for
AQEIPS.

2020-2021 Board of Directors

President

•

Shamron Spence
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Vice-president of internal affairs

•

Laurence Perreault-Rousseau

Vice-president of external affairs
•

Dr. Marjorie Vidal

Secretary
•

Dr. Jean Horvais
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Treasurer
•

Khalid Fensab

Directors
•

Sergeline Isidore

•

Frank Pinat

•

Ousmane Thiendella Fall
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•

Sophie Brault-Bédard

Our Employees
In keeping with our mission and principles, AQEIPS’s team is largely comprised of people
with disabilities. First of all, AQEIPS wishes to thank its employees who have worked on
specific projects throughout the year: Nicolas Labbé-Corbin, Esq. and Nicola Sibthorpe,
assistant

to

the

project

manager

on

the

Supporting Mid-

Career Workers with Disabilities through Community-building, Education, and Career Progression Resources project (MCWD); and Jonathan Labbé-Corbin, webmaster. A huge
thanks to our volunteers Marie-Hélène Tanguay for her support with the scholarships
program and to Marie-Claude Ménard for her help in managing the office during the
pandemic.

Thanks to its motivation, passion, determination, experience, and relevance, AQEIPS has
become a key figure in the field of advocacy for educational rights. This year, in the
pandemic context, AQEIPS was consulted on various subjects ranging from inclusion in
education, the accessibility of online classes, rights advocacy and much more. It was a
great challenge for the organization to meet the many needs and demands that were
generated by the pandemic. Events, tools, advice, and more were offered to all in response
to this unprecedented situation. It is with the work of a dynamic and devoted team that
AQEIPS was able to address this still current issue.

Permanent Team:
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Our team represents our values; our values are disseminated by our team. The permanent
team ensures the functioning and development of AQEIPS and guarantees a level of
continuity in carrying out activities and projects.

Yanick Racicot, Executive Director

Gilda Boffa, Director of Communications and Linguistic Services

Adèle Élise-Prévost, Project Manager

Nicola Sibthorpe, Office Coordinator

RECURRING ACTIVITIES
Scholarships Program
Last fall, AQEIPS launched the 22nd edition of its scholarship program for post-secondary
students with disabilities. For over twenty years, thanks to the commitment of its donors,
partners, and members, AQEIPS has awarded several scholarships every year to SWD
across the province of Quebec. This program has already awarded scholarships to more
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than one hundred students over the years. Though this program is not part of the
organization’s global mission, it is entirely financed by donations.
This year, we received 127 applications and were able to count on the support of many
donors. AQEIPS wishes to thank the Syndicat des enseignants du Collège Ahuntsic, the
Syndicat des professeurs du Cégep de Saint-Hyacinthe, the Office des Personnes
Handicapées du Québec (OPHQ), the Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières, the CSQ,
l’Église du Christ de Montréal, the ministère des Transports du Québec, the Syndicat des
professeurs du Cégep de Saint-Jérôme, and all the individuals who donated through our
gofundme campaign. We thank them for their generosity.

In the context of the volunteer action support program, several elected officials chose to
support the scholarships program this year. We thank Gaétan Barrette, member for La
Pinière, David Birnbaum, member for D’Arcy-McGee, Jean Boulet, member for TroisRivières, Éric Girard, member for Groulx, Claire IsaBelle, member for Huntingdon,
Mathieu Lacombe, member for Papineau, François Legault, member for l’Assomption and
premier of Quebec, Jennifer Maccarone, member for Westmount–Saint-Louis, Manon
Massé, member for Ste-Marie-St-Jacques, Guy Ouellette, member for Chomedey, Danielle
McCann, member for Sanguinet, and Chantal Rouleau, member for Pointe-aux-Trembles.

We raised over $12,000. AQEIPS will therefore award 13 scholarships broken down as
follows, proportionally to the number of applications we received in each category:
●
●
●
●
●

DVS: 1 x $500
Technical DCS: 3 x $700
Pre-university DCS: 2 x $900
Undergraduate: 5 x $1000
Graduate: 2 x $1000

We wish to thank the jury for this year: Catherine Gaboriault, Academic affairs
coordinator, Quebec Student Union (QSU); Nicolas Labbé-Corbin, Esq., assistant to the
MCWD project manager, AQEIPS; Amanda Lane Papillon, former winner; Marie-Claude
Ménard, AQEIPS member; Sergeline Isidore, Director on the AQEIPS Board of Directors;
Nicola Sibthorpe, AQEIPS office coordinator and MCWD project manager.
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References for SWD
In 2020, we once again received a high number of enquiries through emails and telephone
calls. This year, as you may assume, we had more requests than usual. Not only were there
more requests, but their nature was different. It is no secret that COVID-19 drastically
changed the field of education. This change is illustrated by the new realities and
difficulties on the field, which is why we received more emails and calls than usual.
Employees responded to these questions that SWD had by doing research as necessary and
directed students toward appropriate resources to help them overcome the difficulties they
encounter. While not engaging in advocacy on an individual basis, AQEIPS offers a
referral and information service.

SWD with so-called invisible disabilities, such as learning disabilities or mental illnesses,
are the hardest hit when it comes to difficulties in obtaining accommodations. This
category of disabilities remains overlooked or misunderstood by many stakeholders in the
field. AQEIPS is therefore making every effort to raise awareness in the community, and
to continue to guide affected SWD in their efforts to ensure equitable access to postsecondary educational services.

2020 PRIORITIES
Here is a list of the priorities, objectives and means that guided our achievements during
2020-2021:

1)

Priority
Develop academic inclusion in collaboration with other organizations.
Objective
- Develop a 2 to 7-day awareness-raising campaign centred on the inclusion of
SWD in remote teaching practices during the winter semester.
Means
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2)

Create partnerships with other organizations that have a similar mission (e.g.:
RIQEDI, CRISPESH)
Create videos or articles featuring SWD to share on our social media (e.g.,
Reports, meetings about distance learning)
Creation of promotional material (QR code, shirts, etc.)
Offer trainings

Priority
Get closer to our members
Objective
- Diversify activities offered to SWD
Means
-

3)

Questionnaire to identify our members’ needs
Create a podcast on trendy themes with members and partners
Organize a dinner for members (Christmas, corn roast, raffle, music, free food)
Organize coffee chats

Priority
Build a solid business plan
Objective
- Diversify our sources of funding
Means
- Expand the criteria for the scholarships program to include people who fall
through the cracks (Down syndrome and others)
- Review eligibility for certain federal / provincial programs
- Review charity status
- Create new foundation that would exclusively manage the scholarships
program

4)

Priority
Expand our membership of anglophone SWD
Objective
- Develop AQEIPS’s visibility with the anglophone community (activities,
presence, outreach, scholarships program
Means
11
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-

Develop more partnerships with anglophone schools
Create a committee of anglophone students
Develop more partnerships with anglophone associations

2020 ACHIEVEMENTS
AQEIPS continued its efforts to defend the rights of SWD to promote equal opportunity in
education and encourage students with disabilities to continue their studies. To reach this
objective, AQEIPS organized several activities in the context of four main strands of
action for advocacy. All this was done while respecting the association’s bylaws.

AUTONOMOUS POPULAR EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
Definition
Autonomous popular education is the main means of action used by several organizations
that dedicate themselves to collective advocacy. It is with autonomous popular education
that an organization informs, educates, equips, raises awareness, favours the creation of
ties between people who live in similar situations and succeeds in setting off social
mobilization.
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Our Activities
Workshop and webinar on advocacy

On January 27, 2020, AQEIPS presented rights advocacy workshops in its office to inform
and raise awareness among post-secondary students and stakeholders about the rights and
obligations of people with disabilities in a school setting. These interactive workshops
provided an overview of the applicable law, explained the means and process by which
students with disabilities can be accommodated and addressed various barriers that may
arise in the implementation of the measures. Arguments and remedies were suggested to
end discriminatory barriers and ensure the right to equality for students. The workshops
provided students with the tools they need to effectively defend their rights themselves and
direct them to relevant resources when a discriminatory situation persists. This workshop
was designed by Nicolas Labbé-Corbin, Esq., law graduate from McGill University and
AQEIPS employee. The workshop was presented twice; once in English and once in
French. About twenty people in total attended. The workshops were filmed and they will
be shared on our YouTube channel to allow our members all over Quebec to benefit from
them.
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This workshop was also presented on February 12, 2020, in a condensed version as a
webinar on Zoom which was accessible across Canada as part of the EmpowerU series
funded by Employment and Social Development Canada and organized by the Council of
Canadians with Disabilities (CCD) in collaboration with the Canadian Multicultural
Disability Centre Inc. (CMDCI), Citizens With Disabilities - Ontario (CWDO), the
Manitoba League of Persons with Disabilities (MLPD) and the National Educational
Association of Disabled Students (NEADS).
Thanks to various capacity-building activities, the project aimed to raise awareness about
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Person with Disabilities (CRPD) and its
Optional Protocol, as well as about the Canadian mechanisms aimed at ending
discrimination experienced by people with disabilities.

Webinars from the Empower U series addressed subjects relating to the human rights of
people with disabilities in Canada and they were held every Wednesday from January to
March 2020 at 1 p.m., Eastern Standard Time.

Twenty-four people attended our live webinar. It was recorded and shared on the CCD
website as well as on AQEIPS’s YouTube channel. It was viewed several times and an
English version will be released soon as well.
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Survey of difficulties in post-secondary education caused by COVID-19
As soon as the COVID-19 pandemic started, AQEIPS organized two Zoom consultations
with its members to discuss the accessibility of distance learning during this crisis.
On April 1, 2020, thirty-six people including our SWD members, post-secondary faculty,
adapted services counsellors, representatives of advocacy organizations, etc. participated.
The purpose of this online event was to discuss the challenges experienced by the postsecondary community. Several relevant questions were raised. We tried to
propose solutions together, including the importance for teachers to ask students what they
need to ensure remote classes are inclusive and accessible. This virtual meeting allowed us
to see that flexibility was necessary because everyone is vulnerable right now. We must be
patient with each other.
This event’s report was sent to the MÉES and it was consulted by our members who are
teachers and our Board of Directors as well as other partners who are teachers and
who were curious to get advice on how to make their classes more accessible. See the report
here: https://aqeips.qc.ca/en/publications-2/reports/report-on-the-consultation-withstudents-with-disabilities-post-secondary-teachers-and-adapted-services-counsellors-onaccessibility-of-remote-classes-during-the-covid-19-pandemic/
Since this first event was a great success, on May 14, 2020, we repeated the experience in
collaboration with our partner the National Educational Association of Disabled Students
(NEADS). They invited us to work with them to offer a pan-Canadian English version of
this conversation about remote classes during the COVID-19 pandemic. It attracted 76
participants.

See

the

report

and

video

of

this

second

consultation
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here: http://aqeips.qc.ca/en/publications-2/reports/zoom-consultation-with-students-withdisabilities-about-their-accessibility-needs-in-remote-classes-with-aqeips-and-neadssummary-report/

Accessibility of online teaching and universal design for learning (UDL) project
The follow up to the survey of difficulties in the field of post-secondary education caused
by COVID-19 gave birth to the workshop series on UDL (universal design for learning).
To carry out this project, we received funding from the Canadian Red Cross’s COVID-19
Emergency Support for Community Organizations set up by the Government of Canada
Emergency Community Support Fund. This financial support allowed us to offer a series
of webinars, create short videos and educational material about UDL.

From September to November 2020, AQEIPS and RIQEDI worked together on this
project, which resulted in webinars, short videos and teaching material on inclusive
pedagogy and UDL in distance learning in the context of the pandemic. The project was
titled Teaching inclusively in 2020: COVID-19, remote learning, and universal design for
learning.

Many teachers, researchers and experts in UDL, inclusive or online pedagogy presented on
how to make distance learning more enjoyable and inclusive for all during this
unprecedented time. All three webinars were open to all, but they were particularly useful
for post-secondary students, teachers, professors, course lecturers and counsellors.

This bilingual project (French and English) was meant to be as accessible as possible. We
therefore offered simultaneous interpretation and subtitling in French and English during
the webinars. This project was a major learning experience for the team in terms of
accessibility. We work daily to break down the barriers to accessibility. The team was
dedicated to giving its 110% to offer these conferences to all.
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You can watch the recordings of the webinars as well as the short videos on our YouTube
channel with subtitles in French or English, here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFvl0P7dBP9jUPL89k-xXIg

The educational material can be found on our website, here:
https://aqeips.qc.ca/en/projects/udl/

Here are a few pictures of the first webinar which attracted more than 110 participants:

The image below is one of the advertisements that was created to promote the webinars.
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SOCIAL MOBILIZATION
Definition
To collectively organize to implement an action. Mobilization, in the present context,
evokes collective action by the members of an organization and, sometimes, by larger
communities.

Our Mobilizations
Class action against Student Financial Assistance (Aide financière aux étudesAFE)
This year, AQEIPS began the process of launching a class action suit against the Student
Financial Assistance service of the Quebec government. As our efforts to have changes
made to form 1015* have stalled, AQEIPS decided to use other avenues to expose the
injustice experienced by several SWD.
It is a long process and since it is a first for the AQEIPS team, we want to make sure to
18
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follow all the necessary steps to ensure that we have every chance to succeed. We have
requested support from the Commission des droits de la personne et de la jeunesse
(CDPDJ). We are, however, still awaiting a response.
This year, AQEIPS continued to support SWD with information and references to closely
follow the battle of many of them with this issue, including a complaint to the Protecteur
du citoyen who is currently evaluating the relevance of conducting an investigation. This
led the AFE to communicate that it will set up a committee that will update the form and
the definitions of major functional deficiencies for people with disabilities and particularly
for people with a language impairment. However, this does not include all disabilities, so
we have to continue what we are doing, especially since we don’t know if these new
definitions will be used to expand or restrict the access to accommodation measures. We
advocate for access to accommodations for people with all types of disabilities, particularly
emerging and invisible disabilities, which have been completely ignored by the AFE since
they updated their form in 2018.
*You can read last year’s annual report (2019-2020) for more information on the other
steps AQEIPS has taken.

NONPARTISAN POLITICAL ACTIONS
Definition
Nonpartisan political action covers activities that “analyze government policies and bills.”
It also covers all the strategies implemented to ensure relevant follow-ups that, in general,
include popular education activities that are destined to bring the target population to take
control over the issues at hand and the representation (or solicitation) activities geared
toward the government.
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Our Actions
Research with Adaptech on the technologies used in online classes during the
COVID-19 pandemic
AQEIPS received a $5000 grant from the SSHRC to work in partnership with
Dr. Catherine Fichten, professor at Dawson College and McGill University and co-director
of the Adaptech Research Network and her team on a project titled Facilitators and
barriers of technologies in accessing NEWLY online courses by post-secondary students
with and without disabilities: The COVID-19 experience. This project allowed us to
contribute to the research on the accessibility of online courses during the pandemic by
surveying students on the various technologies that they must use in the context of distance
learning.

Supporting Mid-Career Workers with Disabilities (MCWD) through
Community-Building, Education, and Career-Progression Resources project
Since 2019, AQEIPS has been a partner on the Supporting Mid-Career Workers with
Disabilities (MCWD) through Community-Building, Education, and Career-Progression
Resources project, a nationwide two-year initiative that aims to support mid-career
workers with disabilities, in collaboration with the National Educational Association of
Disabled Students (NEADS), the Council of Canadians with Disabilities (CCD), the
Manitoba League of Persons with Disabilities (MLPD), Nipissing University, York
University, and Durham College.

Following the successful first stage of the project in 2019-2020, consisting of a scoping
and literature review, this year saw the fulfilment of the project’s second stage, albeit
slowed down by the COVID-19 pandemic. The AQEIPS team developed a resource
addressing the broad legal concerns of MCWD across Canada in order to increase career
adaptability and MCWDs’ ability to address their needs within a workplace environment.
Legal research conducted by a lawyer on our team provided the groundwork for a resource
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to help MCWDs be aware of their rights and take the first steps in situations where those
rights may be denied.

The resource covers scenarios on various topics - such as dealing with harassment at work
or asking for accommodations - and takes the form of an interactive narrative made in
Articulate, like a very simple video game (or an elaborate slideshow). Using gamification
theory, people using the resource will be able to interact with the content in a decisionbased model that will reinforce the resources, tools, and language needed to address the
workplace concerns.

ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES FOR SWD
Definition
Advocacy activities geared toward the government can arise from initiatives taken by
organizations, but also frequently emerge in response to requests made by the
governmental authorities themselves.

Our Advocacy Activities
Research on the needs of SWD with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
AQEIPS hired Marie-Ève Lefèbvre, doctoral student in education at the Université de
Montréal, as an intern to work on surveying the needs of students with an autism spectrum
disorder (ASD). Her research objective was to identify relevant post-secondary
accommodations that students living with an ASD receive. This analysis of
accommodations covers three key areas, academic accommodations in CEGEPs and
university, funding accommodations and access to information on rights accommodations.
By following a research protocol, she created a survey and called all AQEIPS members to
present an overview of the situation and suggest solutions. This research will be available
soon on our website.
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Partnership with UTILE
AQEIPS partnered with UTILE this year. UTILE is an organization that builds inclusive
and affordable residences for SWD. The work that our intern, Marie-Ève Lefèbvre, did
for AQEIPS will also serve to demystify the issues experienced by students with an ASD.
This research will help the organization to begin the project of building a residence for
students that have an ASD.

Other Events AQEIPS Participated In
On July 15, Zacharie Goudreault of Journal Métro interviewed AQEIPS about the
call for tenders to try to find a private paratransit company for the UdeM campuses. Here
is the article that followed: Accessibilité: des lacunes dans le transport adapté de
l’Université de Montréal (journalmetro.com)
An interview with Monique Kirouac on the Aux quotidiens show presented on Canal
M on August 20th on back-to-school season and the complications relating to COVID-19.
An interview on the Les passions de Camille on Canal M, on November 27 with
Camille Chai on the AQEIPS scholarships program.

FINANCES
AQEIPS is mainly funded by the Secrétariat à l’action communautaire autonome et aux
initiatives sociales du Québec (SACAIS). The SACAIS’ objective is to support
organizations and organization networks whose sole or main mission is collective
advocacy.
Government policy ensures that the Fonds d’aide à l’action communautaire autonome
(FAACA), by playing a leading role in advocacy support, is an important means of
acknowledgment and support of community action.
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Other Specific or One-Time Sponsors
The Canada Summer Jobs Program, a wage subsidy which covered most of the
salary of an employee during the summer of 2020.
Employment Integration Contracts (EIC), a measure which allows AQEIPS to be
reimbursed for certain fees necessary for employment integration and retention of
employees with a disability.
The Supporting Mid-Career Workers with Disabilities
(MCWD) through Community-building, Education, and Career-Progression Resources
project is funded by the Government of Canada’s Future Skills Centre.
The Canadian Red Cross grant in the context of the COVID-19 Emergency Support
for Community Organizations which allowed us to create our project on UDL.
AQEIPS received a $5000 grant from the SSHRC to work in partnership with
Dr. Catherine Fichten, professor at Dawson and McGill University and co-director of
the Adaptech Research Network and her team on the Facilitators and barriers of
technologies in accessing NEWLY online courses by post-secondary students with and
without disabilities: The COVID-19 experience project.

DONORS FOR THE 2020-2021 SCHOLARSHIPS PROGRAM
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